
             Leather unisex Card Holder Made in Bangladesh

MINIMALIST DESIGN, COMPACT & LEAN - Our minimalist design makes it a
compact compact wallet that measures only 11 * 7.3 * 0.5 cm, has 3 card slots and
1 Banknote compartment.Our minimalist wallet fits perfectly into the front pocket as
the best daily partner. 

100% REAL LEATHER & DURABLE - To offer the best experience, we use a genuine
100% superior quality cowhide leather stitched masterfully with durable fabric and
polyester to ensure a long life. You can test our portfolio for 100% real leather in any
laboratory

RFID LOCK - Our leather wallets are equipped with advanced RFID blocking
technology that protects your valuable information stored on RFID chips from
unauthorized scans while you're on the move.

1 YEAR WARRANTY & REFUND / REPLACEMENT –Our warranty covers
manufacturing defects of the product and & damage to delivery, we provide full refund
or free replacement of the product. We have always aimed and aimed at achieving
100% customer satisfaction and therefore our wallets do not disappoint. 

Logo: can be customized as your requirement, Sample:sample is availeble!







Shipment 

By sea:
It is suitable for large quantities in large CBMs, which is the cheapest way of shipping
but the longest shipping time.

By air:
The cost of transport is in the middle, higher than seagoing ships and cheaper than
espresso,
The time is about 3-5 working days. the leather wallet, the men's wallet, the men's wallet,
the wallet with cards, the bifold wallet per person at the airport must be cleared / paid for.

From express:
the highest shipping cost, about 3-5 working days, door-to-door service, you don't need to
take / clear customs yourself. 

Payment:
We accept the payment terms: T / T, L / C and PayPal for the sample.

 Sample details:
1. Sample lead time: 20-30 days
2. Sampling costs: they will be subject to specific projects
3. Sample fees can be refunded after confirming the order.



Policy example:

If you would like us to produce samples for you, we will charge you the sampling fee but we
will refund you when you place an order.
  

Product inspection:

We have 4 quality control departments that are responsible for testing the quality of our
products to ensure our customers get high quality products.





 


